Clearing the Path to Improved Productivity-More Time, Less Stress and
More Profits.

ROSIE AIELLO presents:

“Your Time is Your Money.”
 Discover the biggest Time Leaks and how much they are costing
you
 Understand the emotional and health impact to lack of
productivity
 Learn easy strategies to stop wasting time for increased profits
and more time and fun freedom!
ClearVista Consulting works with small business owners,
entrepreneurs, attorneys, and other busy professionals to organize
them for success.
“Rosie Aiello engages the audience with her enthusiasm, confidence and spirit of
generosity to share her knowledge to change people’s lives. She is succinct, upbeat
and easy to follow; the audience has a take away they can implement today that can
create more time in their busy lives.”

- Janelle Lee, Specialist in Health
Rosie’s programs are “money in the bank.” If you follow the strategies and
techniques that Rosie teaches, you’ll get more done in a single day than most others
get done in a week. What you learn by attending one of her programs, or working with
her one-on-one, are simple to use, yet highly effective methods that not only help you
get more done – but help you get the right things done. If you want to become more
effective and accomplish far more than you are currently, give Rosie a call right
now.”

-

Chuck Moyer, founder and president, Fat Margins.

Rosie helps entrepreneurs get more productive and gain
greater success with her essential tips and techniques, as part
of the team of experts in the book Entrepreneur
Extraordinaire. She also saves you time --e-books The One
Minute Productivity Tip—A Year of Productivity Vol. 1& 2

Rosie Aiello,MBA
Award Winning Entrepreneur,
Productivity Strategist, Small Business
Mentor, Speaker, Bestselling Author
Rosie is a dynamic and engaging
speaker. With an approachable style,
she offers practical solutions that are
easily understood, and which can be
implemented immediately. She is an
expert at being able to analyze a
situation then provide the skills and
training to take the business to the next
level. Her audience and clients walk
away feeling energized, confident and
with tools in hand.
Bestselling author, speaker & founder
of ClearVista Consulting International,
Inc., Rosie champions female
entrepreneurs and professionals to
realize their dreams with clarity and
focus. She loves defeating productivity
black holes and small business
overwhelm, just like she loves her
pasta. With her proven programs, Rosie
empowers her clients to organize and
value their time, resulting in higher
profits, less stress and more freedom to
enjoy fulfilling lives.

Book Rosie Today!
415-939-7876
Rosie@ClearVistaConsulting.com
www.ClearVistaConsulting.com

